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The periodical measurement of the transformer-oil Break 
Down Voltage is common practice with power utilities to 
evaluate the status quo of transformers in general. Indeed, 
present measuring systems only deliver snapshots under 
laboratory conditions. With TrafoStickTM now there is a  
system available that guarantees continious monitoring of 
the most important oil-parameters. In addition to break 
down voltage, temperature and humidity are measured and 
can be transmitted via Modbus-TCP to DSO and TSO.
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Each transformer is unique due to its own history, ageing stage and loading patterns. The transformer oil is a witness to all the 
history that a transformer has. An essential parameter of the transform oil is the Break Down Voltage. Enhancing power grid 
operator capabilities by measuring on line transformer oil BDV is a must, since off line measurements are generally tainted by 
unwanted humidity, captured in the oil samples, which are influencing the results. 

In addition there is a large variability of the measurement outcomes coming from multiple devices produced even though are 
based on the same standard. Measuring the BDV at a normalized temperature of 20 degrees Celsius does not fully reflect the 
behavior of the oil at the transformer operating temperatures which can be as high as 80 degrees Celsius.

To address the above short comings, a system part of the Tranformer Condition Monitoring (TraCoMoTM) has been re-
searched and developed. This system is using an innovative sensor TrafoStickTM. In cooperation with Passero GmbH and 
A. Eberle GmbH & Co. KG a multi-frequency ultrasound spectroscopy sensor has been developed and designed to work 
over types of transformer oils and their humidity and temperature ranges. The TraCoMoTM system has been first piloted with 
several utilities reaching eventually a sleek and compact design, ready for deployment on the transformer wall of different 
transformer types which require online BDV determination.

TrafostickTM – a versatile Temperature, Humidity and Break Down Voltage (BDV) sensor

A TrafoStickTM sensor has been designed for manufacturing sensitive enough to be used as an online sensor but at the same 
time, robust enough to sustain the everyday environment of a working power transformer, with several mega volts ampere, 
for a long time.

The hardware implementation of the acoustic solution relies on an aluminum coated piezoelectric resonator. For this custom 
engineered solution a suitable built in humidity and temperature sensor has been used.

Maintaining appropriate transformer oil properties
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The TrafoStickTM sensor has been also designed to be suitable to long term exposure to transformer oils and hence tested 
and calibrated by evaluating more than 3800 laboratory collected oil samples coming from over 900 power transformers. 

The computation which captures the strong correlation between humidity in oil (Wc) and temperature (T) and Break Down 
Voltage has been handled within the sensor by a 32-bit embedded system by a Floating Point Unit (FPU) via a lookup table. 
This lookup table is an adequate representation, that also includes already the border behavior of the oil samples. The full 
details of this calculation can be found in the paper M. Wrobel, Acoustic Hybrid Sensor for BDV Monitoring in Insulating Oil, 
Proceedings of IEEE IUS 2017.

Figure 1 shows the inner components of the developed sensor that includes all three sensors discussed and is meant for in-
tegration in more complex solutions. The rugged and reliable construction has all crucial and fragile components covered and 
protected by a robust interplay of housing materials. The resonance chamber and acoustic converter located on the lower 
left end part holds the resonator as well as the integrated humidity and temperature sensor. 



The fastening is made up of a one inch pipe thread and it is used to secure the sensor in place within the TraCoMoTM 
transformer mounted cabinet. The electronics are bonded by an insulation made out of a synthetic material. Further housing, 
spacer rings and a socket are added in order to establish a connection with the sensor via Modbus TCP. The sensor is 
powered by a 12 VDC /0.3 mA external power supply. 

TraCoMo™ Cabinet Design 

The TraCoMoTM cabinet, see Figure 2, was designed to provide online Break Down Voltage (BDV) assessment in two variants:

• “Basic” version providing online Break Down Voltage (BDV) and humidity in oil together with the operating 
temperature

• “Advanced” version which is the “Basic” version plus additional estimation of viscosity and density.

The TraCoMoTM device can be easily connected to the transformer filling oil vanes or to top and bottom oil probing taps. As 
such since those connection points are going to be in use it has embedded the possibility to collect oil samples for laboratory 
analysis.

Equally has been designed with appropriate safety in mind so the filter cleanup or other exchanges can be performed without 
oil leaks. In addition as an additional safety measure the cabinet has an oil capture tray fitted with an oil leak sensor wired 
to the binary input of an UMTS modem for email. A key component of this cabinet is the INSYS UMTS modem that via a 
cyber secure encrypted VPN tunnel can forward using the Modbus TCP protocol the BDV measurement at 
operating temperatures to the Power Utility Operating Center SCADA system or and also provide leakage annunciation. 
This allows the maintenance personnel to react timely, before the onset of faults both at the level of the transformer but a
lso the device itself.
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Figure 2: TraCoMoTM - major cabinet components



TraCoMo™ online BDV measurement system in action
The entire system has been conceived for a seamless installation and commissioning process that does not require taking the 
transformer offline.

The whole installation process starts with a site survey that involves the geometry of the transformer oil vanes (the ones used 
for filling or for taking oil samples), the availability of tap fittings, the availability of 230 Vac power by the transformer, the best 
mounting solution (on a pedestal or by the transformer wall itself).

Based on this survey the appropriate oil pipes and fittings are being manufactured as well as the right crew is deployed to 
ensure the oil and power connectivity. This is followed by the delivery of the TraCoMoTM device including the mounting kit 
(stand or rail) and the connector pipes and valves including suitable flanges or fittings. As guideline the mounting of the device 
should happen by the transformer, near the oil vanes, since the maximum length of oil pipes is 5 m. After the oil pipe connec-
tion, the system aeration and sealing test the connection to mains and test of all electrical devices contained in the cabinet 
should happen. At this point the functionality of the system is being checked with a local laptop.

Figure 3: TraCoMo™ – The pilot installations 1* and 2 at customers´ sites

Following these steps the connectivity direct to SCADA or via the INSYS UMTS modem with VPN connectivity has to be 
provisioned. This also involves verifying that the data provided by the device fits the latest laboratory oil analysis as well as it 
helps ensure that the online monitoring has its alarms settings well provisioned.

The above installation steps have been completed on two pilots completed in 2016 and later upgraded in 2017, see 
f igure 3. The installations were performed during approximately a half day work by A. Eberle personal with direct assistance 
from the end customer. The two pilots were the precursors of the neatly designed cabinet that today is part of the A. Eberle 
product offering.

* The authors expresses a sincere appreciat ion to Dr. Fabio Scatiggio and Mr. Daniel Gaspar ini , for the direct suppor t and advice regarding the location and the 

exper iments repor ted in this paper.
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Figure 4: Graphic user interface

Online monitoring results and benefits from both pilot installations are shown in figures 5 and 6. What can be observed in 
both graphs is that the oil temperature is heavily dependent on the load profiles and slightly less on the outdoor temperature. 
The heating of oil clearly influences the water content Wc in oil in both cases. The environment pressure has little or no 
direct influence. 

Figure 5: Online monitoring results of pilot installation 1Figure 5: Online monitoring results of pilot installation 1



Figure 6: Online monitoring results of pilot installation 2

The BDV values are estimated for the operating temperature of the oil based on the TrafoStickTM embedded algorithms. The 
value is clearly in correlation with the oil temperature and humidity. The BDV value adjusted to the standard temperature 
of 20 degrees Celsius fits in both cases the laboratory analysis based on the sampled oil at the install time. In the case of the 
ETN install, when the algorithm estimation confidence value drops, a higher variability of the water content estimation and 
hence the standard BDV calculation can be observed.

Figure 6: Online monitoring results of pilot installation 2



TraCoMo™ system technology, based on TrafoStick™, makes it possible to comprehensively acquire the individual finger-
prints of the transformers and their whole life story. Only with this knowledge represents a reliable prediction of their remai-
ning service lifetime.

That is precisely what the operator wants to know: How long will it take before the transformer-oil needs to be replaced or 
processed?

The measurement data are acquired continuously in real time and at actual operating temperatures. The parameters are 
communicated via Modbus TCP directly to the control room.

Automatic online monitoring of the transformers oil dielectric strength allows to survey the safety condition of the transfor-
mer-oil to get trends and to undertake measures for improving the safety of the transformer (e.g. by oil purification or oil 
reclamation).
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Figure 7: TrafoStickTM installed in cabinet
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